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Abstract 

 

One of the biggest concerns with respect to online security to many online organizations is a distributed 

denial of service attack (DDoS). DDoS attacks have been a danger to network/security for over a year 

and will remain tosbe in the foreseeable future. DDoS attacks in an application layer offer a significant 

issue to Application server these days. The primary goal of a Web/server is to provide 

uninterrupted/application layer/services to its legit users. However, a DDoS attack in an application 

layer disrupts the web server's services/to its normal customers, resulting in massive losses. Furthermore, 

performing an application layer DDoS attack takes extremely few/resources. The techniques for 

detecting all sorts of application layer DDoS/attacks are quite sophisticated. To develop a framework 

that would be effective for detecting application layer DDoS attacks for regular user should be that the 

browsing activity must be simulated in such a way that the legit users and the attacker can be 

distinguished. In this research, a technique for detecting application layer DDoS attacks that uses feature 

learning method such as co-relation coefficient to select the best features that are required to improve 

the efficiency of the model and reduce the size of the dataset. Later logistic regression is used as a 

classifier to test the model as well as train the model. The model successfully classifies the web traffic 

based on its nature as normal or attack traffic and after evaluating the model, the prediction percentage 

that was obtained from testing the dataset was high as compared to the available classification 

algorithms. 
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1 Introduction 
 

One/of the greatest security concerns to online security/is a distributed/denial of/service attack 

(DDoS), in which a large number of/zombie devices overwhelm the web/server with huge 

packets. According to (“Blog- Akamai Technologies,” 2021.) there was a 51% rise in 

applicationslayersattacks in a year from/Q4, 2013 to Q4,/2014, and a 16% increase/in three 

months/from Q3,/2014 to Q4,/2014. The gravity of the application/layer Ddos/attack was 

highlighted in a blog post by (“Cyber Security Leader | Imperva, Inc.,” 2021.). DDoS attacks 

cansbe launched at any tier of the protocolsstack, including OSI andsTCP/IP. For example, 

ARPsflooding, ICMPsflooding, TCP/UDPsflooding, and HTTPsflooding attacks arescarried 

out insMAC,/Network,/Transport, and Application layerssrespectively. MAC,/Network, and 

Transportslayer attacks are launched by/exploiting protocol/stack or by using the IPsspoofing 

technique. However, in order to getsaccess to applicationslayer servicessand launch an 

applicationslayer DDOSsattack, the usersmust establish a valid connectionswith the web 

server. Thus, the research question Does the use of Logistic Regression classification method 

help effectively for HTTP/HTTPs protocol in improving the accuracy while detecting the 

DDoS Attack in Application Layer? 

Because of the increased range of qualities and techniques availablesto attackers, application 

layerscyberattacks have efficiently grown increasingly. The ability to identify a DDoSsattack 

for thesHTTP/HTTPs protocol is challenging since suchsattacks might appear to be legal 

requests at/times. Failure to recognize malicious attack can result in the shutdown of/services, 

obtaining databasesaccess, and acquiring important data, followed by a ransom demandsto fix 

the situation. The costsof a DDoSsattack involves not only financial impact, but also non-

financial components such as customersloss, and administrativescosts which relates to 

discover vulnerable networks and correcting thesdamage. To minimize theseslosses, 

organizations shouldsput in place a systemsthat can detect, categorize, and preventsDDoS 

attackstraffic (“Reasons Why Every Business Need DDoS Protection | Indusface Blog,” 2019). 

 

1.1 Motivation 

During a DDoS attack, the targeted machine is so full of external communication requests that 

it cannot respond to the correct vehicle. Such attacks often result in multiple servers. DDoS 

attacks are deliberate attempts to force target PCs to reclaim, or use their own resources, such 

as network bandwidth, bandwidth, and data processing systems; provide the services they need. 

To combat DDoS, attackers first developed a network of cracked computers used to build a 

large truck that wanted to deny the victim’s legitimate staff. The attacker prepares the attack 

device inside the hacked part of the network attack. The owner of this attack is called a zombie 

and can carry out any attack under the control of the attacker. In addition, the attacker adjusts 

the firearm's network connection to spot the most difficult objects. Many existing systems 

cannot detect DDoS attacks from legitimate space waves. DDoS attacks are routinely carried 

out at the network layer. There have been several DDoS attacks on internet services and web 

applications recently such as the Github Incident in 2018 where the attacker used high traffic 

that sent 1.3 Tbps of traffic with 126.9 million packets of data each second. The attacker did 
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not use any botnets to attack rather used memcaching method which means that a fake 

request/is sent to a vulnerablesserver, which thensfloods the targetedsvictim with 

increasedstraffic. This attack caused the Github system’s to be downsfor 20 minutes since 

Github used a DDoSsmitigationstechnique which detected thesattack and quick steps were 

taken to reduce thesimpact (“7 of the Most Famous Recent DDoS Attacks,” 2020). 

1.2 Contribution 

Both supervisedsand unsupervisedslearning algorithms have been shown to beseffective and 

dependable in detecting DDoSsattacks on the websprotocol. In this research, logistic regression 

which is a supervised learning approach based on classification is implemented to improve the 

speedsandsaccuracy to detect a DDoSsattack. The dataset used for this model is the CICIDS 

2017 dataset (“IDS 2017 | Datasets | Research | Canadian Institute for Cybersecurity | UNB,” 

n.d.) which has various DDoS attack traffic. This dataset has 79 total features and has four 

different DDoS attacks i.e., DoS Slowhttptest, DoS Hulk, DoS Goldeneye, DoS Slowloris. 

With 79 features present in the dataset, it gives a lot of computing difficulties and hence 

correlation co-efficient which is a feature selection method is used to select the best features 

that is required to train and test the model. The logistic regression method is then used to 

classify whether the incoming traffic is a normal traffic or an attack traffic. 

A thorough literature review was undertaken to study and find the bestssupervised learnings 

algorithm which can be implemented to detect a DDoS attack on the application layer. 

Guidelines for supervisedslearning whichswas utilized to detect DDoSsattackstraffic were 

established using previous researchson supervisedsmachineslearning.  

The/sections that follows will/be discussed in the rest of this/article: Section/2 focuses on past 

research/that has beensdone in assimilar manner and compares their findings. Section 3 

discusses the/approach and/methods utilized to develop thesmodel. Section/4 contains the 

model'ssdesign specifications and explains howsthe model is implemented. Sections5 shows 

the hardwaresand software requirements and files that are required to implementsthe 

model. Section 6swill evaluatesthe model's outputswith various test cases thatsare 

implemented. Finally, Section/7 will bring the research to a summaryswith a conclusionsand 

recommendations for future/work. 

 

2 Literature Review 
 

A thorough literature study was undertaken to fully understandsthe context of research on 

DDoSsattack detection and classificationsusing different methods. 

2.1 Related Work 

Many existing programs attempt to detect an attack by considering the header file, the arrival 

of the packet, and more. Errors are corrected based on changes in IP authentication, such as a 

combination of IP addresses, TTL, and multiple characters. It has been suggested that there 

would be a solution where the received IP packets would be dropped if there was a significant 

difference between the cost of the hop and the cost listed first in the table. Authors (Li et al., 

2008), mentioned that the sailor throws a ball at its destination then the victim can attach the 
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Stackpi logo to the IP address to determine the location of the IP address. In several filters 

against DDoS attacks (Martins, 2014), the author Martins relies heavily on scans to identify 

malicious packets. The plan can be adapted to vehicle handovers and efforts to improve 

efficiency. Authors Zhou et al, discussed in paper that use of integrated circuits to capture 

vehicle models and determine where and when DDoS attacks can occur. Also, the authors 

introduced the concept of a Secure Overlay Services (SOS) insurance network that provides 

efficient traffic(Zhou et al., 2014). SOS networks can modify topology to avoid DDoS and 

survive some malicious situations. Authors Kun Yang et al, mentioned in paper (Yang et al., 

2020) that it is classical artificial neural network which is used for data representation in an 

unsupervised manner such as images with data present in it. The accuracy found in this method 

is not great as compared to other feature selection models. In paper (Ni et al., 2013), Authors 

Ni, discussed that basedson the entropy of HTTPsGET requestssper source IPsaddress, an 

unique technique to detecting application-layersDDoS attacks is proposed. 

Regarding the Cloud DDoS attacks, authors (“Feature Selection Techniques Cloud DDOS 

Attack Detection,” 2019) discussed in the paper that it creates an ideal network traffic feature 

set for network intrusion detection which gives a set of feature to detect a DDoS attack. Authors 

(Xie and Yu, 2009) introduced a strategy based on the popularity of the data using an 

unbalanced measurement method based on Markov's semi-hidden display to detect attacks in 

paper Large Scale Hidden Semi-Markov Model for Anomaly Detection on User Browsing 

Behaviours. The main problem with the Hidden Semi-Markov system is the complexity of the 

algorithm. In this paper, authors (Gu et al., 2013), has implemented an entropy-based layer-

DDoS detection system that determines the number of sites and the same method used to 

remove click-through identification rates. The inclusion of entropy to say that the extracted 

identity is necessary to determine the uncertainty. Authors (“Self‐similarity based DDoS attack 

detection using Hurst parameter,” 2016) reported data theory-based analysis systems far from 

the package sent the behaviour of sceptical streams used in various flood attacks through legal 

entities.  

Authors (Mirkovic et al., 2005) have identified the engines of different sites and devised ways 

to protect the DDoS application layer against the use of human-type behaviours and to target 

different types of DDoS bots from human users. In this paper, authors (Kandula et al., 2005) 

reported a system that protects websites from DDoS attacks from CAPTCHA which allows 

users to access services only. This system assumes that human users can detect distorted 

images, but the machine does not fail. 

2.2 DDoS attack detection in cloud environments 

The issue of protecting, detecting, and reducing DDoS has received significant attention and 

demand around the cloud. The problem of the DDoS attack sought to draw the attention of 

scientists. Scientists around the world continue to work to develop a variety of methods and 

tools to improve the results of DDoS attacks. Although many requests address the way and 

means to stop DDoS attacks, unfortunately, even today, the introduction of existing processes 

cannot prevent DDoS attacks from affecting the cloud environment. In fact, over time, the 

frequency of attacks and the frequency of attacks increase. One of the most common 

denominators is a lack of confidence in the final development and distribution because it is not 
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possible to participate worldwide by mistake. The second reason may be the social issues 

behind international support. The third advantage stems from the nature of DDoS attacks, for 

example, there is no way to provide access and support to better provide protection against 

DDoS attacks. 

Amazon Web Services reports that the biggest DDoS attack to date occurred in February 

2020(Cimpanu, 2020). The maximum number of attacks is 2.3 Tbps. The Security Services 

Office (CLDAP) server handles the attacker's selection for the attack as an alternative to the 

LDAP and also scans the registration. Previously a 2.3 Tb/s DDoS outage in February 2020, 

the second largest DDoS attack was a 1.3 Tb/s DDoS outage - targeting GitHub with 126.9 

million packets(“7 of the Most Famous Recent DDoS Attacks,” 2020). 

2.3 DDoS attack using Supervised Machine Learning 

To identify DDoS attacks, numerous supervisedslearning approaches are used; for example, in 

paper A system approach to network modelling for DDoS detection using a Naìve Bayesian 

classifier (Vijayasarathy et al., 2011), authors proposed that the Naïve/Bayessmachine 

learning/algorithm was used to distinguish the attacksdata from the benignsdata. It looked at 

how important data pre-processing/is for different-sized training/datasets and feature/sets.  In 

paper Proactive detection of DDoS attacks utilizing k-NN classifier in an anti-DDoS 

framework(Nguyen and Choi, 2009), authors examines and analyses the/attacksarchitecture at 

varioussstages in order tosaccurately detect the DDoS attackssand reduce falsespositives. The 

examinedsdata is also utilized to drawsvariables depending on the KNNsalgorithm's properties. 

Each part of the assaultsscenario is therefore built-in accordance withinsthe standards, allowing 

thesattack to be detected early on. 

2.4 DDoS attack on Software Defined Network (SDN) 

Authors investigated in the paper (Chaudhary et al., 2018), that the viability of SDNsbased on 

key characteristics that make cloudscomputing a viable networkingssolution. They have 

proposed a unique flow-tablessharing strategy for mitigating overwhelming DDoSsattacks in 

the flowstable on thesSDN-based cloud. They latersdevised a uniquesflow-table sharing 

strategy to protect thesflow table against DDoS overloadingsattempts. Authors proposed a GE-

based measure to identify low-rate DDoS attacks on the SDN control layer in the paper  An 

early detection of low rate DDoS attack to SDN based data centre networks using information 

distance metrics(Sahoo et al., 2018). The trafficsattack was identified at the controllersusing 

thesemployed ID. In terms of statisticalsinformationsdistance measures, thesresults showed 

greater detectionsaccuracy than the usual Shannonsentropy. 

 

3 Research Methodology 
 

To detect a DDoS attack in application layer, this research uses a CICIDS 2017 Dataset(“IDS 

2017 | Datasets | Research | Canadian Institute for Cybersecurity | UNB,” 2017)  which had 5 

different DoS attacks and normal traffic that were captured in it. Since it had such a large 

number of features it was difficult to compute on the basis of all 79 features that were present 

in the dataset and hence Correlation Coefficient test was performed to find the best and the 
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most important features. Later Logistic Regression was used to classify from the selected 

features that if the traffic belonged to normal or attack traffic. The next sections will explain 

briefly about the entire method. 

3.1 Data Gathering and Selection 

Thesattackers make usesof bot-basedstechnologies to launch DDoS/attacks on a number of 

companies, and/these companies refuse/to release the log/files or any other proof of thesattack 

because of thescompany's reputationsand datassecurity. To understand and develop thesdataset 

for thissstudy, a complete review of well-known DDoS attackssimulation tools such assSpybot, 

SDBot, and others was researched. Although, it is difficult to launch a DDoSsattack on a 

Websapplication since it requires a well-equippedslab with web/servers and 

data/servers(“Quick Guide: Simulating a DDoS Attack in Your Own Lab,” 2021). 

The dataset used for this research is obtained from the CICIDS(“IDS 2017 | Datasets | Research 

| Canadian Institute for Cybersecurity | UNB,” 2017) which has a total of 692703 values and 

79 different features. Due to such large dataset computing the whole dataset was taking a long 

period of time and hence, 6000 values were taken randomly to train the model and 4000 random 

values were taken to test the model. The model would be evaluated based on the 4 different 

DoS attacks shown in Figure 1 were captured in the dataset i.e., DDoSsHulk,/DDoS 

Goldeneye, DDoSsSlowloris, DDoS Slowhttptest and also the normal traffic (BENIGN) 

present in the dataset. 

 

Figure 1: DDoS Dataset Flow 

In Table 1, the count of traffic that was used to train and test the model is shown. The values 

selected in this were randomly selected. 

 

Attack Type Count of Traffic 

DDoS Hulk 2500 

DDoS Goldeneye 1500 

DDoS Slowloris 500 

DDoS SlowHttptest 500 

BENIGN (Legit traffic) 5000 
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Table 1: Dataset Records used for training and testing 

3.2 Data Pre-Processing  

After successfully gathering the data, the whole data was stored in a CSV format which had 

normal traffic (BENIGN) and attack traffic (DDoS Hulk, DDoS Goldeneye, DDoS Slowloris, 

DDoS slowHttptest). This was not enough as many had infinitesvalues and NaaN (Not a 

Number) values present in it which could give inconsistent output and therefore efforts were 

made to solve the issue by using the python code. All the infinitesvalues were rounded uptosthe 

maximumslength ofsdatatype and NaaN valuesswere dropped successfully. 

3.3 Data Encoding 

Encoding categoricalsvariables in machineslearning is critical to ensure that thesalgorithm does 

notscluster similar resultssor entriessnear to one anothersin onesbranch whilesbeing trained. 

As with this architecture, encodingsis achieved through the use ofsOne-Hot Encoding. One-

HotsEncoding was selected over LabelsEncoding because LabelsEncoding encodessthe 

datasand offers a gradingssystemsbetween the varioussvalues(Brownlee, 2020). The 

information regarding encodingsvalues in the datasetsis highlighted insthe table 2. 

 

Dataset Type  Values  

DDoS Hulk and  

BENIGN traffic 

BENIGN - 0          

DDoS Hulk - 1 

DDoS Goldeneye and 

BENIGN traffic 

BENIGN - 0          

DDoS Goldeneye - 1 

DDoS Slowloris and 

BENIGN traffic 

BENIGN - 0          

DDoS Slowloris - 1 

DDoS SlowHttptest and 

BENIGN traffic 

BENIGN - 0          

DDoS SlowHttptest -1  

Table 2: Information of Data Encoding 

3.4 Feature Learning 

A correlationscoefficient test was performed using Pythonscode to examine thesrelationship 

betweensthe variousscharacteristics as wellsas how each featureswould complement the others 

and the results are displayed in figure 3(Fern and O, 2021). 

The result shows the positivesandsnegative correlationssbetween thesvariables, helping us to 

bettersunderstand their/relationship. Because the numbersofsvariables employedsin the 

correlationsstudy was large, asseparatesfunction insPython wasswritten tosexport the 

characteristics that had a strongslink with the targetsvariable 'Label.' The filteringsthreshold 

for these characteristics wassset at 0.99. Table 3 lists the important features that are discovered 

using correlationsanalysis: 

 

Feature 

Name 

Averages 

Packets 

Size 

Avgs 

Bwds 

Segmen

t Size 

AvgsFwd 

Segment Size 

Bwds 

Header  

Length 

Fwds 

Headers 

Lengths 

Fwds 

IATs 

Maxs 
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Date Type Float 64 Float 64 Float 64  Int 64 Int 64 Int 64 
       

Feature 

Name 
Idle Max 

Idle 

Min 
Idle Mean 

Subflow

s Bwds 

Bytess 

Subflow

s Bwds 

Packetss  

Subflow

s Fwds 

Bytess 

Date Type Int 64 Int 64 Int 64 Int 64 Int 64 Int 64 
       

Feature 

Name 

Total 

Backwar

d Packets  

Total 

Length 

ofsBwd 

Packets  

act_data_pkt_fwd

s 

Fwds 

IAT 

Total 

Fwds 

Packets/s 

Subflow 

Fwd 

Packets  

Date Type Int 64 Int 64 Int 64 Int 64 Float 64 Int 64 

Table 3: Extracted Features from Dataset 

3.5 Training and Testing of Data 

Logisticsregression, like othersregression models is a predictivesanalysis in which the Logistic 

regression is used to describesdata and explainshow characteristics andsclasses are related.  

The logisticsregression Classifiersis then usedsto train the encodedstrainingssubsets and after 

this, the trainingsis done in batches which helps to keep track of the outcomes forseach 

subgroup. The data is divided in a 70-30 format where 70% datasissused for trainingsthesmodel 

and 30% data is usedsforstesting. The output is generatedsin the form of asconfusionsmatrix, 

fromswhich we mayscalculate thesmodel's accuracy. 

 

4 Design Specification  
 

Thisssection discusses the structuresof the constructedsmodel. Thisssection serves as a 

comprehensive toolsfor categorizing datasflow depending on itsstype. The model may accept 

CSVsfiles assinputs, whichsare then utilized for dataspreparation and featuresselection using 

correlationscoefficient analysis. After that, the retrievedsfeatures aresencoded, and assubset of 

the datasetsis generated. The freshly produced datasetsis thensused to classify the testsdata. 

Figure 2 depicts the whole/architecture of the/model. CICIDS 2017 was chosen/as the dataset 

because it comprises online traffic/recorded in thesform of asPCAPsfile and translated into a 

CSV/file. Before splitting thesdataset intossubsets, itsis subjected to/featuresextraction/against 

thestargetsvariable/'Label,' because allsof the/attacksgroups have/thessame/online/traffic 

attributes. Correlation/analysis is used to extract/the characteristics, following which/the 

dataset is/separated into four/subsets:  

1) Benignsand DDoSsHulk/ Dataset 

2) BenignsDDoSsGoldeneye Dataset  

3) Benignsand DDoSsSlowloris Dataset 

4) Benignsand DDOSsSlowHttptest Dataset 

The values of the target feature are encoded and then provided to the model for training. 
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Figure 2: Architecture of DDoS Attack 

 

Logistic regression separates labelled/datasetssinto XsandsY, withsX/having allsindependent 

factors andsY/comprising the dependentsbinarysvariable/to be/predicted. When/separating the 

trainsand/testsdata, thestestssplit/issset to/30% ofsthe/total data, withsthesremaining/70% 

utilized forstraining. Thesaccuracy of the/modelsis calculatedsusing a/confusionsmatrix 

andsan actualsvs/predictedsmatrix, both of/whichsare generatedsassoutputs. 

4.1 Accuracy:  

Accuracysis asstatistical measuringsscale used/to evaluate asmodel. Itsis assumed to be/the 

numbersofsvalues/that asmodel/can/efficiently/calculate./It is possible to compute it as 

follows:  

Accuracy = (True/Positive + True/Negative/ (True/Positive + False/Positive + False/Negative)  

True/positives reflect true/values, andsthe/modelsis/alsostrue. In reality, negativesvalues are 

representedsby truesnegativesvalues, and the modelswill likewise/bespredicted to be/negative. 

Falsespositive issthe total of/all truly negativesvalues, andsthe modelsis/true. Falsesnegative/is 

thessum of truesvalues, and/the modelswill bespredicted to besnegative. 

 

5 Implementation 
 

Thisssection willsgo through the stepsstaken to putsthe suggested conceptsinto actionsand will 

showcase the hardwaresand software utilized, as well as the codesstructure. 

5.1 Hardware Requirements 

MacBook Air laptop was used to build the model which had the following hardware 

specifications: 

• Processor: 1.1GHz/dual-core/Intel Core/i3, Turbo/Boost up to/3.2GHz, with/4MB/L3 

cache 

• Memory: 8GB/of 3733MHz/LPDDR4X onboard/memory 

• Storage: 256GB/PCIe-based/SSD 

• Graphics: Intel/Iris/Plus/Graphics 
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5.2 Software Requirements 

Software’s that was used to complete this model in which data gatheringsandscompilation was 

carriedsout. The model was built specifically on Mac OS. 

• Developmentsenvironment: Jupyter Notebook 

• Developmentslanguage: Python 

• Libraries used: Pandas,/Numpy,/Seaborn,/Sklearn, Os, LogisticRegression, Matplotlib 

5.3 Data Files 

.ipynb: This/file contains the whole code/required to create the/model. Python 3/was used for 

the/coding, which/was done in juypter/notebook. 

Dataset: Various dataset were used while building/this/model and table 4 discusses the details 

of the dataset along with the description of when the dataset was used. 

 

Dataset File Name 
Dataset Size 

(Row Count) 
Stage in which Used 

Dataset_DDoS 
225.9 MB 

(692703) 
Feature Selection  

Dataset_DDoS_10kvalues 862 KB (10000) 

Dataset sent to logistic regression for 

training and testing the model which is 

derived from the features that are selected 

DoS Hulk-Benign_1kData 65 KB (1000) Dataset used for testing the model 

DoS Goldeneye-

Benign_1kData 
90 KB (1000) Dataset used for testing the model 

DoS Slowloris-

Benign_1kData 
68 KB (1000) Dataset used for testing the model 

DoS SlowHttp-

Benign_1kData 
70 KB (1000) Dataset used for testing the model 

Table 4: Datasets Used in Model Lifecycle 

5.4 Package Installation 

To carry out thesresearch, thesfollowingspackages andslibrariessare installed: 

• Pandas: Used to read the dataset 

• Numpy: Used for array operation 

• Metrics: Used to calculate and print the accuracy 

• LogisticRegression: Used to train the model and classify the data 

6 Evaluation 
 

To assess the model'ssefficiency, four testsscenarios were developed againstswhich thesmodel 

would besevaluated using thesdatasets andsDDoS attackstypes. In the testing dataset, new 

values were selected randomly as compared to the training dataset. Alongswith thestest 

situations, the results/observationssare documented. 
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6.1 Model is tested using new dataset of DDoS attack - Hulk  

• Statesof thesmodel: The model was already trained on all four attacks (DDoS Hulk, 

DDoS Goldeneye, DDoS Slowloris, DDoS Slowhttptest) and Benign data which was 

used to train the model.  

• Testsscenario: To test the model's accuracy, the samesdataset of the samesDDoS 

attackstype– Hulk/is used. 

• Classificationsmodel: For testing, the model which was created earlier “model_lg” is 

used for classifying the legit and attack traffic from the dataset.  

• DatasetsName: DoS Hulk-Benign_1kData.csv 

• Countsof Webstraffic usedsforstesting: 1,000  

• Result: Random subset was created for testing and bothsbenign and DDoSsHulk 

traffic is used to test thesmodel. Figure 3 shows the dataset that includes 1000 traffic 

count having both legit and attack traffic. Since untrained data is sent to the model, 

the attack DDoS Hulk has features that are related and similar to other DDoS attacks 

which confuses the model to classify if the traffic is an legit or attack traffic and hence 

the accuracy score dropped to 79.6%. Figure 4 shows the accuracy score of the model 

obtained and gives the comparison of Actual or Predicted values. 

Even then the model predicted an overall of 80% of the traffic as DDoS Hulk attack 

traffic as shown in the confusion matrix in Figure 5.   

 

Figure 3: Test Case 1 Dataset- Hulk DDoS 
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Figure 4: Actual v/s Predicted Score 

 

Figure 5: Confusion matrix 

6.2 Model is tested using new dataset of DDoS attack - Goldeneye  

• Statesof thesmodel: The model was already trained on all four attacks (DDoS Hulk, 

DDoS Goldeneye, DDoS Slowloris, DDoS Slowhttptest) and Benign data which was 

used to train the model.   

• Testsscenario: To test the model's accuracy, the samesdataset of the samesDDoS 

attackstype– Goldeneye/is used 

• Classificationsmodel: For testing, the model which was created earlier “model_lg” is 

used for classifying the legit and attack traffic from the dataset. 

• DatasetsName: DoS GoldenEye-Benign_1kData.csv 

• Countsof Webstraffic usedsforstesting: 1,000  

• Result: Random subset was created for testing and bothsbenign and DDoS/Goldeneye 

traffic is used to test thesmodel. Figure 6 shows the dataset that includes 1000 traffic 

count having both legit and attack traffic. The test produced the accuracy of 98.5% 

which detected most of the attack traffic that was tested in it from the model. Figure 

7 shows the accuracy score and the Actual v/s Predicted values obtained from the 

model. 

The model predicted an overall of 98% of the traffic as DDoS Goldeneye attack traffic 

as shown in the confusion matrix in Figure 8. 
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Figure 6: Test Case 2 Dataset- Goldeneye DDoS 

 

 

Figure 7: Actual v/s Predicted Score 

 

 

Figure 8: Confusion Matrix 

6.3 Model is tested using new dataset of DDoS attack - Slowloris  

• Statesof thesmodel: The model was already trained on all four attacks (DDoS Hulk, 

DDoS Goldeneye, DDoS Slowloris, DDoS Slowhttptest) and Benign data which was 

used to train the model.  

• Testsscenario: To test the model's accuracy, the samesdataset of the samesDDoS 

attackstype– Slowloris/is used 

• Classificationsmodel: For testing, the model which was created earlier “model_lg” is 

used for classifying the legit and attack traffic from the dataset. 

• DatasetsName: DoS Slowloris-Benign_1kData.csv 

• Countsof Webstraffic usedsforstesting: 1,000  
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• Result: Random subset was created for testing and bothsbenign and DDoS/Slowloris 

traffic is used to test thesmodel. Figure 9 shows the dataset that includes 1000 traffic 

count having both legit and attack traffic. The output of the test gave an accuracy of 

90.3% which detected most of the attack traffic that was tested in it from the model. 

Figure 10 shows the accuracy score and the Actual v/s Predicted values obtained from 

the model. 

The model predicted an overall of 90% of the traffic as DDoS Slowloris attack traffic 

as shown in the confusion matrix in Figure 11. The precision in Slowloris was dropped 

to 76% but the f1 score predicted was 90% as the recall value predicted was 100% 

 

Figure 9: Test Case 3 Dataset- Slowloris DDoS 

 

 

Figure 10: Actual v/s Predicted Score 

 

 

Figure 11: Confusion Matrix 

 

çç 
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6.4 Model is tested using new dataset of DDoS attack - SlowHttptest  

• Statesof thesmodel: The model was already trained on all four attacks (DDoS Hulk, 

DDoS Goldeneye, DDoS Slowloris, DDoS Slowhttptest) and Benign data which was 

used to train the model. 

• Testsscenario: To test the model's accuracy, the samesdataset of the samesDDoS 

attackstype– SlowHttptest/is used. 

• Classificationsmodel: For testing, the model which was created earlier “model_lg” is 

used for classifying the legit and attack traffic from the dataset. 

• DatasetsName: DoS SlowHttp-Benign_1kData.csv 

• Countsof Webstraffic usedsforstesting: 1,000  

• Result: Random subset was created for testing and bothsbenign and DDoS/ 

SlowHttptest traffic is used to test thesmodel. Figure 12 shows the dataset that 

includes 1000 traffic count having both legit and attack traffic. SlowHttptest attack 

gave a accuracy of 91.9% which detected most of the attack traffic that was tested in 

it from the model. Figure 13 shows the accuracy score and the Actual v/s Predicted 

values obtained from the model. 

The model predicted an overall of 92% of the traffic as DDoS SlowHttptest attack 

traffic as shown in the confusion matrix in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 12: Test Case 4 Dataset- SlowHttptest DDoS 

 

Figure 13: Actual v/s Predicted Score 
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Figure 14: Confusion Matrix 

6.5 Summary  

It was discovered that after trainingsthe model with severalsdatasets and evaluatingsits 

efficiency, the model hadsan average predictionsaccuracy of 85% across all four testsscenarios, 

with the lowestsprediction accuracy rate of 80% and the highestsprediction accuracysrate of 

98%. The conclusion reached after examining the testscases was that, while the sizesof the 

datasetshas minimalseffect onsaccuracy, the kindsof attack usedsby thesdataset can be 

accuratelyspredicted. Also, it can be concluded that while creating the dataset’s subset, the 

value which decides if the traffic is an attack or not should not be labelled together as the 

accuracy drops and if the values are shuffled randomly, it improves the accuracy of the model 

which also gives accurate data that the model is trained properly. 

Test Case Dataset on which model 

is trained 

Testing done on 

Untrained Dataset 

Accuracy Obtained 

Test Case 1 DDoS Hulk DDoS Hulk 80% 

Test Case 2 DDoS GoldenEye DDoS GoldenEye 98% 

Test Case 3 DDoS Slowloris DDoS Slowloris 90% 

Test Case 4 DDoS SlowHttptest DDoS SlowHttptest 92% 

 
Table 5: Evaluation of models implemented 

7 Conclusion and Future Work 
 

The findings and evaluationsshow that the statedshypothesis of using logistic regression to 

identifysDDoS attackstraffic fromslegit traffic at the applicationslayer is accurate. After using 

a variety of DDoS attacks for testing, maximumsaccuracy obtained by thesmodel is 98%. The 

outcome of the research implies thatsthe quantity of thesdataset has no bearing on the model's 

accuracysprediction. It is also crucial to think about the kind and typesofsattack dataset that the 

modelsis given. Finally, predicting DDoSsattackstraffic using Correlation Coefficient for 

featuresselection and logistic regression for classification is successful to a great extent. 

 

Future Work: 

Due to time constraints and technology limitations, there could be a possibility to create a 

datasetsfor DDoSsattacks byssimulating the attack/traffic using/some tools/on a/web 

application/and capturing the/traffic using/Wireshark. As the traffic that would be captured is 

newly created, it could be sceptical to predict the model's ability in finding the accuracy of the 

model. In the future, the use of larger, real-time datasets/with a/higher/number of 

characteristics could be implemented to/test the model's/capabilities/against other cyber-

attacks, such/as Malware/or phishing/attempts. 

çç 
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